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EDITORIAL
Namaste Brethren,
I feel happy to share a few thoughts on the prayer given by
Pujya Babuji Maharaj and feel it will be worthwhile to
contemplate on the same. I recall that in a seminar discussion,
Pujya Sri K.C Narayana Garu, remarked on an abhyasi’s paper
on a comment that the Prayer is a simple prayer. He posed a
question, “Is prayer really that simple?”. I feel that sincere
practice alone leads us to understand the implication of Pujya
Sir’s statement. If the question be completed as “Is the prayer
really that simple to realize in our state of consciousness?”,
then the implication is understood. The words may be simple,
but for the words to become a permanent state of our
consciousness, there is effort involved. When Viveka and
Vairagya start taking root, it is then Master becomes the real
Goal of life and we start to look at desires as a barrier. Vairgya
is developed through love and devotion to Master which leads
to Surrender if an attitude of yielding is maintained. In the
article, “Method of Training”, Pujya Babuji Maharaj writes,
“The abhyasi meditates on the heart as I have already
said, but there must be yielding attitude towards the
master. If there is anything difficult in the path of
righteousness, it is surrender, if taken up directly (that
ensures the result). People usually surrender verbally alone
by going to the temple and bowing to the idol. It is not
3

surrender at all. Actually, it is a sort of state when one feels
like a child going to the lap of his mother even if a tiger attacks
him. He does not know whether his mother can save him from
the tiger. The Best way of surrender which I have stated is
to "Feel Dependence Upon God". Before it as already said
there must be yielding attitude to a really capable Master.
By doing surrender we generally know "I am doing it". So we
proceed with the "I" which should be shaken off. In this way
"Self" develops but not surrender. Surrender is really the
outcome of Bhakti (Devotion) if it is done in the real
sense. Real Bhakti is the inner attachment with the
Being. Of course Bhakti (devotion and love) is the chief
instrument and the highest type of Bhakti is that when
an abhyasi "May not feel what he loves and for what he is
loving".
Thus we see that Prayer is about practicing yielding,
dependence and devotion to the Master leading to real
Surrender. Let us contemplate on the real spirit of Prayer and
the practical hints as Master has given in the above message
to become Prayer personified.
Pranams
Vidyadhar
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YEARNING TO REACH ULTIMATE
-

Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj

(Message on the eve of his 83rd birthday celebrations at Surat
on 30-04-1982)
Dear Sisters and Brothers,
There are miseries all around for the embodied one.
Even then, we remain so much attached to the body, that this
thing does not forsake us up to the end, and we even wish to
be born again. It matters little that the wish is for being born
in a prosperous home or in a royal family, since, as soon as the
Name (Individualized Existence) has arisen, my brethren,
misery would start, in howsoever subtle mould, it might be
cast.
Our gathering, however, is somewhat different. We
(human beings) are there, from where nothing comes to us by
way of knowledge even about our own selves. That means, we
possess that stability in a natural way, which can be described
as a stance of balanced Balance. Everything has started after
it. In other sense, we were there, when the Creator (Brahma),
Preserver (Vishnu), and Destroyer (Mahesh) had not yet come
into being. Now, what is there? Greatness! No! What is the
Destination, where we have to reach? It may, preferably, be
called insignificance. If we chose to designate it as such, it is
an insignificance, of which we know nothing! and Greatness of
5

a sort — viz, Similitude, where no knowledge of Similitude
itself is to be found. And this, dear brethren, is the Real
Essence!
If we consider ourselves great, we put up a wall to that
Greatness, where we have to arrive. We create a bondage, so
to say, that becomes an obstruction on the path. What's the
harm! When we assume greatness, we start considering
others as low (insignificant). Now that path, which we have to
trudge, also gets closed; and we are wholly lost to all intents
and purposes. Somebody takes it on his mind that he excels
someone else in some particular way: that assumes various
forms; and we strengthen egoism for nothing, without getting
anything in return. We blow our own trumpet in our own
thoughts, and lose a lot in the process.
To stiffen one's neck, is a defect. So long as it is not
removed, one is not aware of one's own Base. What I mean by
`Base' is that when a person is wholly rid of this defect, there
arises a state, which has been attempted to be translated by
the use of this word. To live in that state is human culture.
When that state grows a bit denser, it enters the region of the
attribute of Poverty or Humility. When such a state is
achieved, then the subject (of the Lord) becomes a subject in
the real sense. To achieve such a state, hundreds of
transmissions and prayers are prescribed. Man ought never
6

be away from his own level; and this level is called ABUDIYAT
(The subdued). This is the essential object for the subject (of
the Lord). It is here, as I have written so often, that the burden
of egoism is very much lightened. The fulfilment of purpose
comes after this. The better way may be that whatever you
are, you go, with all of it, towards That (Ultimate Purpose) i.e.
there should remain nothing, whose face does not get turned
to that side; which means that all the belongings — Physical
and Spiritual — that may be there, be surrendered to Him; so
that you are left

with nothing in yourself, except

remembrance.
Now the question arises, how to arrive at that State?
That one thing — `remembrance' — brings everything in its
trail. If remembrance is there, take it for granted, the
remembered one is close to you. Let closeness, in the trail of
increasing heat of remembrance, be enhanced; and then
behold what bliss and ecstasy follows, and also how quickly
you reach There, with its help. When this thing has
approached the limit, which constitutes the beginning, i.e., if,
perchance, it has touched that plain, region or circle, be sure,
the callbell at the door of the Beloved would have been
pressed. When He has come to know that someone happens to
be His real Seeker and Lover, then it would become a sure
condition for His coming close to you, and for breaking the
7

barrier that held you from entering the Home. Start a while,
dear, and then you will know what this thing happens to be.
Once this attainment has set in, you would have
achieved Godly attributes. Now having reached the attribute,
say, you have come into the Sunshine. It has become clear that
this light is from the Sun. Prior to it, we were aware of only
our own attributes. Now your swimming has started in what
lies just beyond God, i.e., just after it. Having come up to here
we now get tidings of going still ahead. When remembrance
has progressed to the extent that the awareness of
remembrance itself is lost, then the form of remembrance gets
changed, and this we know on moving beyond it. `One is
unaware to the extent that he is aware'. (JISKO JITHNA HOSH
HAI UTNA HI WAH BEHOSH HAI.) It will be premature to
reveal it. The tidings of this, on arriving at that state, will come
when one automatically starts trying to reach it, by oneself.
The simple fact of the matter, anyway, remains that whatever
is there, be surrendered to Him. `If the Lord be had at the cost
of your head, you should know the bargain as quite cheap.
(Sheesh diye yadi Hari mile, tho bhi sasta jaan.) The sages of
yore have regarded the state of acceptance of and happiness
in Lord's will, as surrender. Now I give a prescription:
`Yearning' pure and simple to reach Him and Him alone! If the
real thing is not there to begin with, just imitate it. If someone
8

continually imitates a mad person, he is bound to go mad.
Even so, if man continues to reach the Lord (Ultimate), the
real is bound to be his lot, at last. Amen.
***
A great wonder of the system is that a teacher trained in the system,
though he may not himself be actually up to a certain stage, can yet
make abhyasis have a taste of that stage through transmission. The
reason is that it is not really the teacher himself who is imparting
anything to the abhyasi through transmission, but the Great Master
himself who does everything through the medium of the teacher's
person. Thus the personal limitations of a teacher do not have any
effect upon the abhyasi, and what he apparently seems to be
transmitting comes direct from the Unlimited. The teacher must
however have his will sufficiently developed to effect the course of
the flow towards the abhyasi.

-Pujya Babuji Maharaj
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JOURNEY TO REAL EXISTENCE
-

Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj

When we were born into this world for the first time we
were pure, because the source from which we have descended
or come down is purity. The time went on, and in our
innumerable births we have gathered around us different
types of grossness by our actions.
In this present existence too we are performing actions
and the result is that these very actions slowly form layer
after layer of grossness around the original purity, so that in
course of time we become to resemble the silk-worm that has
spun a cocoon around itself. When man reaches this stage of
his earthly existence, his life is one of the artificiality and full
of grossness, both in the level of action and in the results. The
original purity has been reduced to a faint glimmer and that is
often scarcely perceptible. All memory of his original source
or home-land is now forgotten, and as action follows action
the shell around him gets harder and harder and his memory
of the source gets fainter and fainter, until it is almost
completely forgotten.
We have now come to the stage where we become
disgusted with the present existence, but yet we have no
memory of that pleasant and pure state which is our real
10

existence. This is because we have become accustomed to this
existence, whereas the other has been almost totally
forgotten.
The only way out of this existence is to return to the
source. To find the way back by unravelling the strands
binding us may not be possible except with the help of a guide
who has connected himself to the Source, and who can
therefore loosen the knots binding us by the power of his
Transmission of the highest consciousness.
The

first

and

almost

immediate

effect

of

the

transmission is to give peace and calmness which can hardly
be expressed in words. This experience in Meditation helps to
gently remind us of the source to which we must return and
repeated experience strengthens the remembrance of our
original home, and so loosens the bondage of the present life.
As the transmission takes us to deeper and deeper levels of
remembrance, our journey to the source becomes firmly
established.
I pray that all of you may be granted this experience to
see the Light of the day.
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RAJA YOGA
-

Pujya Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj

It is Rajayoga alone that can spiritually lead a man upto
the highest level of approach and none else.
1. What is Ramchandra’s Rajayoga?
The kingly thing in us is thought which ultimately develops,
steering us to our goal. Raja Yoga is the old system of
science followed by the great rishis and saints to help them
in realising self or God. It was prevalent in India long before
the time of ramayan. It was first introduced by a great Rishi
who lived 72 generations prior to Raja Dasarath of the
surya vamsh (surya or sun dynasty). He was swimming in
the central region, being mostly attached to the centre
itself. The state was akin to that of the present Personality
now working for the change, as required by nature. He
discovered due reality of the world with its cause of force
in existence. He found out that the motion or stir of some
power from beneath the centre brought the present world
into existence. That stirring thought is in other words
called “UPADAN KARAN” or “KSHOBH”. It is the outcome of
the power, which is similar to or identical with the thought
power of man. He then took work from the thought and
with it he started training. That is the basis of Raja Yoga or
the king of yogas.
12

Ramchandra’s Rajayoga is the remodeled system of Raja
Yoga based on the experience of my Master.
2. You said Ramchandra’s Rajayoga is a modified system
of Raja Yoga? How is it different from Rajayoga?
It is not different. It is the system based on the experiences
of our Master. As they say “old wine in a new bottle”.
3.The special feature of Ramchandra’s Rajayoga, you said
is pranahuti, What exactly is it and how does it work?
It works wonders provided you test it. It is divine power
used for the transformation of man. Transformation is the
result of transmission.
4. Are all the methods good?
Well, all may be good, but I tell you milk is good, but to
some it gives diarrhoea. So they must avoid it.
5. What is the difference between a Philosopher and
yogi?
Philosophers are born in the cave of the mind. Yogis are
born in the cave of the heart. So, please for mental
questions, consult a Philosopher and a Yogi can reply to
questions pertaining to the real craving of the soul.
6. What are the Basic Principles of system?
13

The system presents an easy and natural path for the
attainment of the ultimate under the spiritual training, the
action of the senses is regulated in a natural way to bring
them to their original state. The lower vrittis are subjected
to the control of the higher centres of super consciousness.
Hence their perverse action is stopped. The higher centres,
in their turn, come under the charge of the Divine centres
and in this way the whole system begins to get Divinised.
All changes in man’s being are brought about in a most
natural way through the process of Transmission. The
Regulation of Mind is the job of the Master and not of the
abhyasi himself. When the individual mind is brought to
the state of Cosmic Mind, the manas assumes its real form
and begins to give proper guidance. If somehow we turn
the mind’s downward trend towards the Base it will
become quite calm and peaceful. It is only the help of one of
Dynamic Personality that can turn it towards the Base.
7. Is there any punishment if the abhyasis leave the
system?
No punishment. I am telling you one thing only cooperation is necessary. Here much sacrifice is not needed.
8. Can this be done by anybody in Grihasta Life?
Yes, it is for grihasta generally. Others can reap benefits by
practicing it.
14

9. I am following another Guru for the last 8 months and
he has given me a mantra? Can I follow that and also
follow your practice?
I must tell you plainly that there cannot be two channels.
One may interfere with the other. You may stop one and
practice the other for sometime and then decide which one
you want to follow. I can’t understand why people are
reluctant to change the Guru. A Guru is taken for one’s own
spiritual progress. If he can’t give you what you want, then
you should seek for another person, of course, you should
be respectful towards him but you should tell him that
since he cannot give you what you want you are going to
another person.
10. How do I begin Yoga?
Yoga begins not with you but with God.
11. Some say that if you take up Yoga, you may be faced
with afflictions and calamities?
This is the view of the ignorant and weak minded persons
alone which must never be accepted on practical grounds.
Besides, as for myself I would say that if even the whole life
is to be sacrificed for its sake, it is not much because
thereby we shall be saved from hundreds of rebirths
entailed with all miseries and sorrows.
15

12. What are the important factors on the path of Raja
Yoga?
The most important factor in realisation is self confidence
in our own capacity and power to achieve success. One of
the essentials in the making of man engaged in the spiritual
pursuit is moderation. Moderation is a characteristic of
nature.
13.Rajayoga,

does

it

mean

renouncing

worldly

belongings, Master?
I do not mean to induce any one to give up his worldly
belongings and bid farewell to his domestic living but only
to attend to every thing in the sense of duty entrusted to
him by the Divine Master.
1. RAJA YOGA teaches us the method to be identical with the
Master of the real life. If one makes up ones mind to taste
the nectar of real life, no power whatever, (Maya or
anything) can check him off from his determination. We
do not say that one may keep aloof from Maya, but that if
one exercises oneself to be one with Him then the problem
of life will be easily solved.
2. Philosophy is the way of thinking, Yoga is the way of doing
and Realisation is the way of undoing.
16

3. Unchanging condition is the true state.

A man gets a

condition of dead-aliveness when he goes so much away
from worldliness that it appears to him as unreal as a
dream to a man awakened from sleep. Complete negation
is that in which we get so dissolved in God that we neither
know ourselves nor Him. The object of Yogi is to get
control over nature but he can get full and complete
control over it only when he merges himself fully and
completely in God.
4. True Bhakti is devoid of any physical or material desire.
It is actuated with the real craving, a craving which when
fulfilled does not give rise to another in its place but ends
all cravings. It is in the true sense the reminiscence of the
Homeland which is the final end of our journey.
5. Attachment with it may otherwise be interpreted as
“constant remembrance” and that is what Bhakti implies in
the true sense.
6. The real sacrifice is not to leave the job or office or retire
to the forest, but to use your own self, that is needed in the
true seeker.
7. It is striking to note that almost all the great teachers
utilized THOUGHT POWER which is predominant in man.
17

The governing principle of Raja Yoga is the Thought
power.
8. Raja Yoga is a system or science followed by great Rishis
and saints to help them in realising self or God. It is not a
new religion. The kingly thing in us is thought which
ultimately develops steering us to our goal.
9. Raja Yoga starts with meditation so that the individual
mind may leave its habit of wandering about. One may
even, meditate upon luminous truth or even upon a human
form, a big soul or personality of calibre, provided he has
selected such a Master as his guide. When one begins to
love such a soul which becomes the object of his
meditation, Nature’s power then begins to run through
him, for the great soul is endowed with such power.
10.Ramchandra’s Rajayoga does not treat grihasta life as an
impediment in the divine pursuit. It recognises that the
worldly life and the Divine are in fact the two phases of
natural life which must go together side by side in
conjunction with each other. It is a process of give and
take, do and feel and not read and enjoy.
11.The rays of light divine, are all rooted in the light, never for
a moment separate from it. The numerous plants and
18

trees, though outwardly separate are all rooted in the
Mother Earth, and draw their sap of life from her. Let us
also find our roots in the Master, and get merged with Him.
12.The Master by the application of his inner powers,
awakens and accelerates the dormant forces in the abhyasi
to action and diverts the flow of Divine grace (current)
towards his heart.

The abhyasi begins to advance

spiritually, experiencing more and more bliss.
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BABUJI -THE SPECIAL PERSONALITY
Lord Krishna as an Avatar has come down from the sphere
of the central point while Lord Rama came from that of the
other end. The present personality at work today, comes
down the central point, hence in possession of the highly
potential powers
14.Have you come into this life out of compulsion or of
your own will?
Midway between the two.
15.Master, are you happy?
Really speaking I have never tested the effect of happiness.
I cannot remember if I was ever happy ofcourse I can
define

happiness.

One

who

is

happy

under

all

circumstances is happy. But I am telling you one thing,
Happiness is heavier than tranquility. I think pain is nearer
to God. That is my idea. Of course I may be wrong. But look
here, some times when I am in great pain I also groan ah,
ah, but there is some peculiar enjoyment in it also.
16.You are working so much upon us for so long, and we
in our own small way, are also working hard to cooperate with you. Is there no way by which you can
complete the work say in an hour, so that all work for
you and us is saved?
In this respect Lalaji has said that the perfection can be
20

given in the time a teardrop comes out of the eye; but the
nervous system will be shattered. If I do something
immediately, and of course it can be done, then the persons
will not experience any thing and so will not appreciate
what has been given to him.
17.Master, you wrote ‘Reality at Dawn’ many years ago.
This is also the case with your other books such as
“Efficacy of RajaYoga” and “Commentary on Ten
Commandments”. Will you be reviewing these some
time? Perhaps some of the points raised by you in
those books are not valid any more.
I am telling you, these books were not written for today or
for one year, or even for hundred years. What is written
there is for all time. They are for the future. That is why
even though they are simple, many people find it very
difficult to understand them.
18.How can that be Master? If they are simple, should
they not be easy to understand?
I will give you the example of the Vedas. It is my idea that
when they were written by the Rishis in ancient times, few
people could understand them. Today it is so easy to know
their meaning. Similarly with Ramchandra’s Rajayoga
teachings, they are for the future. The persons of the future
will understand them easily.
21

19.I want to know everything. How to do it?
There is a Persian couplet where a Saint says “All that I
have known is that I know nothing”.
20.What are you, Master?
I am a treasure house with no doors. You come and loot me
but very few undertake the charm of looting. I wish you to
rob me of all that I have and in return give me that which
you posses as yours. I am not a speaker - I am a silencer.
21.Babuji ,What is your wish?
My heart is full with intense love for all my fellow beings. I
never feel satisfied with my services to them. How eagerly
I wish every one to come up to my level of approach,
because so far it is within my power to help them up to it.
What may be after I am gone from this world, I can say
nothing precisely. The bountiful riches bestowed to me by
my Divine Master, can never have been possessed even by
greatest monarchs. Nothing of the world can be a match to
it. I have no desire to take it along with me when I go but to
transfer it to somebody just as my Master has done.
22.Where to find the Master ,Babuji?
Seek in you and you will find in yourself - the Master is
there - but when? Only when you are not there
22

A brief sketch of the Life of Sri Ramchandraji
His Holiness Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj was born on 30th
April in the year 1899 at Shahjahanpur, in a respectable
kayastha family. His father was Raj Bahadur Sri Badri
Prasad, Pleader and I Class Honorary Magistrate at
Shahjahanpur, and was a great scholar.
Even from childhood Sri Ramchandraji showed no interest
in temporal affairs including eating food. Nor his interest
in learning anything but superficial. He was poor in studies
and was least interested about it. But when he was sixteen
he had developed a taste for philosophy, literature and
geography. He was good at games, particularly Hockey,
Football, and riding, all of which he gave up later in his
teens itself. All these years he was yearning for realisation
and was developing a thirst for Reality.
It was a very happy day when he arrived at the feet of Sri
Ramchandraji of Fatehgarh, (U.P.), one of the most
renowned Saints of India and who may well be called an
Avatar, who brought into use the old and forgotten method
of Transmission used by Yogis several thousand years
back, on 3rd June 1922.

He commenced his spiritual

training of abhyas under his guidance and gave up the
practice of pranayama which he was doing for over 7 years
then.
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After his matriculation he joined the Court and retired in
1954 after 30 years of service. Through out his life he was
never worried about promotions or for any favours from
his officers. He was preparing himself and doing certain
activities for the Divine work, which was waiting for him.
His

spiritual

experiences

are

beyond

the

normal

comprehension of ordinary men. His experiences are
simple, perfect and one with the vedic seers and probably
of a higher order. In 1924 he felt that God is pervading
over everything like broad day light.
It was on 14th August, 1931 that his Guru entered Maha
Samadhi and on 15th he felt that his Guru has transmitted
him everything of His. It was a state of complete mergence
of His Guru into him. On October 12th of 1932 he received
further transmissions from His Master which he was not
able to bear fully and he was overfull with Divine Energy.
It was by the grace of his Guru that he later in 1944 was
blessed with the vision of the light that Moses saw and also
Sri Krishna’s Virat Svarupa. Sri Ramchandra Mission was
founded in 1944 by him to carry out the mission of his
Master.
His work now is that of training the men who are eager to
solve their problem of life, once and for all through a simple
and unostentatious way. This he does ably by the method
of transmission and without much pomp and show. He
24

does not believe that sanyasa is in any way better than
grihasta life for purposes of realisation and feels that the
difficulties one feels at home with his parents, children,
wife and friends form better ground for tapas rather the so
called renunciation or running to forests. Spirituality is a
fruit that can be had or rather should be had by one and all
and it is not only for a privileged few. God is simple and
can be arrived at through simple means easily.
Sri Ramchandraji may well be considered to be about the
greatest spiritual leader and teacher suited to bring about
spiritual transformation of man to day.

(From Sparkles and Flashes)
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Determination

What I want is that all of you rise as sun of spirituality!
But how is it possible?
When you do not let the shadow of earth eclipse the sun.
And when that is possible?
When you orbit in such a way as your movement be direct.
How to find this orbit? How to move direct?
By keeping the destination in full view.
How to remember the destination?
By becoming one with it
And when can a person be one with that?
When you lose yourself.
And how to lose oneself?
By bearing no other thought in the heart than that
And how is that possible?
By practice.
How practice is possible?
Through love and interest.
How love and interest can be engendered?
By remembering constantly.
And how constant remembrance be cultivated?
Through determination.
How determination is possible?
When we gird up our loins to sacrifice our pleasures and to
shake off idleness.
26

I have explained everything in detail yet, my brother;
people think that the spiritual condition of any individual is a
miracle done by me. Just imagine, had I had the power to
show miracles all the seekers-abhyasis- would have attained
to high spiritual conditions. As a matter of fact miracles are
wrought by attachment, deep interest and love in an abhyasi.
Similar water rains everywhere but somewhere grow the
weeds, somewhere the flowers and somewhere mere lime and
sand is found. As is the soil, so the results.
The sensitivity to feel does not develop in people
generally as they do not apply themselves to it. They are very
sensitive to worldly matters and their mind is very alert in
money making activities. The reason is that they have deep
interest in it and, therefore, they understand it minutely. But
where is their attachment to the spiritual side. They only join
group meditations and then keep aloof. Neither they care to
adopt those qualities in life that may be conducive to
spirituality- Brahmvidya, nor do they want to give up those
that may be putting up hindrances in the way.
All systems like Buddhism and Jainism insist upon the
point that we try to be as we should be. They stress the
principles and rules and regulations and their observance is
27

taken as a mark of spiritual advancement. If we look to
ourselves we will see that we do not want to give up any
shortcoming. The reason is that people do not crave for the
goal otherwise they would leave everything to pursue it.
When our tendencies lean towards something, we start
sensing many things of that and concentration grows. Then
our energies get balanced and a kind of equipoise is achieved.
As soon as this develops, the sensitivity to feel dawns. But, my
brother, who is to bother for all this! Such persons are rare
who are ready to do or die and truly speaking, unto them
Reality unmasks itself. This deep interest, craving and love
takes us to wonders. All the seekers- abhyasis – pass through
various spiritual conditions without fail but due to lack of
interest they do not feel it and then they complain of it to me.
But when I ask someone to have the capacity to feel
and observe, he replies that he tries alright but does not feel
it. I fail to understand what type of effort is that which does
not lead to the desired result. When we think of our domestic
problems, all of the aspects come to our view. What is the
reason? It is because we are totally engrossed into it. So
much so that we feel no rest till we arrive at a solution
because it pricks the heart. If conditions are watched, there is
no reason that a seeker of normal understanding may not
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mark them. If a person is whole heartedly attentive and
follows the practice, it is sure that the observation would
make him feel the Real, but my brother, all these depend upon
interest and interest itself is as clever as fish.
***
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CONSTANT REMEMBRANCE
-

Sri K.C.Narayana

Dear associates in the Path,
I offer my humble pranams at the holy feet of all the co
aspirants in the Path assembled here today to celebrate the
birthday of our beloved Master Sri Ramchandraji Maharaj of
Shahjahanpur, India. We were meditating for the past one
hour and were drenched in the showers of divine grace as
well as tears of joy in our hearts. In one word we may say we
were in a state of prayer.
Master said “If a person develops that state of mind he
is constantly in a state of prayer, which implies he has realized
his own serfdom and with the Lord's Mastership he has
established a permanent link of devotion. Everyone can attain
this state but only after sufficient practice. He who acquires it
abides in the state of supplication permanently. He is at
liberty to put up humbly before the Master anything he likes.
Everyone has to assume that state at the time of prayer; then
alone is the prayer accepted. This is the relationship of love
which having been established in the sphere of self extends up
to that of the Master. This is the link which once established is
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never severed. But still the final destination is far off, though
the power of thought, which is enormously great, makes it
easily accessible. Remembrance brings a lover close to the
beloved. There is no limit to this closeness. The greater the
love or affinity, the more does one advance towards Him. This
relationship comes to us by inheritance. Now it is up to us to
develop it as far as to secure utmost nearness to Him. The
state of prayer is that of a devotee and it is strengthened by
love. This constitutes the first step in the ladder which helps
us to climb up to the Ultimate. All stages or states of spiritual
advancement are within it.”
The law of equivalence of form (in our language
Sarupyata) determines that being close to something means
being similar to it. To be close to the Master, we need only
make our qualities similar to His own. I seek your indulgence
to meditate on this thought during the period of celebration
and take such decisions as you would consider necessary to
put into action your understanding.
It is an interesting world we live in. We may be just one
yard apart, speaking to each other, seeing, hearing, and
perhaps even smelling each other. Yet, we have no idea what
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each of us is thinking and what we really want. Perhaps in this
very minute we are thinking about someone living in a
different place, or even at a different time. We all say we love
the Master. It is for certain that we all know that people in
love are the most boring people to talk to. They may be
standing right in front of us, but their minds are constantly on
their charming/lovely/wonderful/smart loved one.

We

should all naturally agree that this should be our state of mind
if we really mean our love to our Master. Whether it is so let
the lovers of the Master answer for themselves.
Further we all say we love each other dearly as all of us
are dearly seeking the same Master. Yet if we are asked as to
who was sitting by our side during the meditation it is
doubtful whether we would come forward to answer. If there
were to be answer it is obvious that the object of Love was not
the One. But we know there are lovers of the Master who say
that their meditation was affected because of the person who
was before him throwing out that entire person’s dirt on
them. So many other judgements of others are made by these
types of persons and they wail, their love of the Master could
not be expressed fully. But it must be clearly understood that
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during our deep mergence in the thought or consciousness of
our beloved Master we recognize none but Him.
It is thus clear that we think, feel, and imagine what we
feel close to and what we really want. This is our internal life.
Sarupyata or the law of equivalence of form is not a
new discovery in spirituality. It is obvious that we can only
detect what our senses can perceive. The eye, for example, can
perceive images by receiving specific wavelengths between
the colours purple and red. This is why we cannot see shorter
wavelengths than purple, such as ultraviolet, with a naked
eye. A bee, on the other hand, does see ultraviolet, and this
enables it to detect different kinds of flowers that we humans
would not be able to distinguish. We all know that our world
contains many frequencies, most of which we cannot receive,
although they do affect us like the radio or x-ray waves. With
the right instrument that can translate these waves to a length
our sense organs can perceive we will be able to detect those
waves in the space around us. If we were asked what is being
broadcast right now on our favourite radio station, we would
most likely say that we do not know. But if we turned on the
radio and switched to the frequency of our favourite station,
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we would immediately answer. This is due to the fact that the
radio fixes itself to work on a frequency that existed in the air
before we turned it on. It helps us transform the message
created in the radio station from an undetectable wavelength
to one our ears can detect.
The law of equivalence of form works in the spiritual
world also. But in spirituality, it is about similarity and
dissimilarity

of intentions,

not

about equivalence

of

frequencies. All that is measured in the spiritual world are
intentional thoughts. The intention of the Pranasya Pranah
that governs the whole of reality, including our lives, is only to
bestow, to give. It acts out of love. If we want to know and
understand how the world is ruled, we should also acquire the
intention to bestow. If we concentrate on ourselves and on
our personal benefit, we will not know the reasons for
everything that happens around and within us, since we will
remain detached from the superior force of Pranasya Pranah.
It is only when our consciousness equalizes with the Divine
we discover the true nature of all things and how all are
intertwined and in the process find happiness and peace.
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No one other than the Master stated this principle of
equivalence better. By being in complete oneness with the
Master it follows that if Master is ‘Merciful’ we should also
become ‘Merciful’. As He is called 'Gracious,' we are also to be
gracious. As He is called 'Holy,' we too shall be holy. The
importance of complying with the Ten Commandments of the
Master can be easily understood when we know these
implications. We then shall become personifications of the
'Forbearing', 'Compassionate' 'Righteous' and all such good,
noble and godly qualities. Oneness with the Master or God
shall lie in conducting ourselves in such a way to resemble
Him as much as one can. I request all to study in depth the
lives of the Masters and educate the children in this regard.
That is our duty and should be our way of loving the Master.
Master said Love Him who Loves All, I would prefer to appeal
Live in such a manner that He would live in us.
It is a great pleasure to be with the persons who love
the Master, heart, mind and soul. Surely amongst us there are
persons who have if I can use the phrase ‘perfected their
insignificance’ to merit being with the Master always. All are
in fact with Him alone but there are some who are not seen as
different from the Master. Travelling together over a period of
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4 decades has a sentiment of its own. Such a sentiment carries
along with it the scent of the divine. My being swells in joy and
freedom to be deserving such a company and it is all His play.
Constant remembrance is a means and is also the end. That is
the beginning of sadhana and that is also the nature of the
first ring of splendour. We lived in such a state now and let us
continue to live in that state and that is not difficult if we keep
Him in our heart.
Pranam

(Bodhayanti ParaspramVo.8: Article 2)
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అ
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కృం
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ాలంల

ర
క
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హ
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అ
ైవ
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***
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ారంభమగ ను. ఇందుక
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ెప

ా ాత

ెం న

ా క

ేయతలన

షయమ లందును

ఆ

ఉండర .

పశ

తల

ార .

అట

ఉద

,

అ

మహ న త ిత ల

ఆజలను ర ావ ంచుటక సమ

ప వమ మనమ అత

కల

ర ర

షయమ న
షయమ న
మట

క ఆజలను అ
అత

నమత
ా ం న

చ క
దలగ ను.

గరవ

క

మన అంతరంగమ న
ంత మ .

దుట ఉన ప
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ాపం క

శరణ గ

ధమ ల

ేయత

ండ

ాపం క ల భమ

ష ల

ంచదు.

మహ త ృషశక ల ే ాఢమ ా మ గ ల
అత

ార

ా

ష ల గరవ

ఉండ త ర .

కమ ా

ం ం ంచును.

ేయ లౖ య ందుర . ఈ

ల? గ ర మత లనబడ

ేయ లౖ

వనమ నక

ెం న

దుఃఖమ లనుం

నమ

గ ర వ ను

ష లను ‘మన త ల ’, ‘గ ర మత ల ’ అ

మ ఖ వరమ ల ా భ ం

ాశ

ానమ

ా , తరచు ా ఆ

ే ఉండ ను. దూరమ ా

నున ప డ మనమ అత
పల మ ర
ా

క

న

త మ కల గ ను. అత

స

ద డ ను. ఆ

షయమ లందును

ే ి ందుమ .
సంప రమ ా న
ఆరంభమగ ను.
ేయ దుమ .

క ఏర
మన

మన

పద

మన

ేతలక

మన

మ రదర క

ామర మ ను గ

ేయతక

,

ాధన

తృ ిపరచ త మ .

మం ,

ెడ నుం

క మఖ

బ ధు లమ .
చ శ

స

ర పద

ర ంపబడ ట

ేశ మ .
ా ,

ఉన తదశక

ప న ం ,అ
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ామ ఖ మ
దూరమగ టక

ారమ మనక ండ టవలన మం

శరణ గ యందు అట

ేయత

ం నట

మనమ

మన

మనక

ే య రమ ా మన

క డ మన హృదయమ ల

అవలం ంచుట

ా

మనమ తరచు జ పకమ

ప నరన ల దుఃఖమ లనుం

చ

మ త

సంబం ం న అ

అందు మ లమ న మనమ

అవలం ంత మ .
మన

ట

రతమ జ నమ

ంత మ .

నప

ేతల ే అత

వ ంచ రం ంచును.

గ

అత

సమ న త

ఆ

త ృషత మన హృదయమ ల

తమ ా అత

అత

ంత ాలమ అత

మనక

క ప

మనమ

అం క ంచుదుమ . తత

ఉత

తలచమ .

ి నుచుం నట

ిరపడ ట

ెడ ల

గ

ెడ ా
ెం న

ిప ప య

గరవ

క

చ

అను పశ అత

ేయడ

ేయ ను. ఇ

మనసు న ఉద

ను ారమ ,
తప

ా తల

ను స

స అవ

?

ా ?

ంచదు. ఎందుకన ా తన గ ర వ
న ే

ేయ చు

యనుట సంప రమ ా సత మ .

***
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డ , స

న

INSTITUTE OF SRI RAMCHANDRA
CONSCIOUSNESS
HYDERABAD, TELENGANA
TRAINING PROGRAMME
Institute

of

Sri

Ramchandra

Consciousness,

Hyderabad is conducting free Training Programme
for those who are interested in Pranahuti Aided
Meditation for consecutive two days on Second
Saturday and Second Sunday of every month. The
training

programme

will

be

“IMPERIENCE” training centre.

conducted

at

Those who are

interested may contact over telephone or log onto
our website www.sriramchandra.in for registrations.

IMPERENCE
Centre for reaserch and Training in
Pranahuti Aided Meditation
5th Floor, Laxmi Paza, Entrenchment Road,
East Marredpally, Secunderabad – 500 026
Ph: 040 - 27731223
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Under Sahaj Marg, the Master’s support being a very
special feature of sadhana, it becomes incumbent
upon the abhyasi to seek a worthy guide to lead him
on, helping him by his power transmitted through
the yogic process of pranahuti. The Master by the
application of his inner powers, awakens and
accelerates the dormant forces in the abhyasi to
action and directs the flow of Divine current towards
his heart, through the process of pranahuti. As a
result, the abhyasi begins to advance spiritually
experiencing more and more of bliss. The abhyasi has
only to prepare himself to receive it or in other
words to make himself capable and deserving of it. In
this way all that which previously required
persistent labour and hardships, can now be
achieved very easily in a much shorter time with
least labour. But it is all practical and cannot in any
way be put into words. Only practical experience can
reveal its merits.
- Pujya Sriramchandraji Maharaj
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